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Abstract1

Most models of neural responses are constructed to reproduce the average response to inputs but lack2

the flexibility to capture observed variability in responses. The origins and structure of this variability have3

significant implications for how information is encoded and processed in the nervous system, both by limiting4

information that can be conveyed and by determining processing strategies that are favorable for minimizing5

its negative effects. Here, we present a new modeling framework that incorporates multiple sources of noise6

to better capture observed features of neural response variability across stimulus conditions. We apply this7

model to retinal ganglion cells at two different ambient light levels and demonstrate that it captures the8

full distribution of responses. Further, the model reveals light level-dependent changes that could not be9

seen with previous models, showing both large changes in rectification of nonlinear circuit elements and10

systematic differences in the contributions of different noise sources under different conditions.11

Significance Statement12

Current models for neural responses typically focus on accurately estimating a neuron’s average response13

to a stimulus but often fail to accurately reflect response variability. Such variability is central to the accuracy14

with which neural responses represent inputs and with which they can guide behavior. We present a new15

modeling framework that accurately captures observed variability in neural responses and find that multiple16

stochastic model elements are necessary to capture this variability. We show that model parameters can17

be accurately estimated using about 8 minutes of data. We then apply the model to retinal ganglion cells,18

demonstrating light level-dependent changes in both deterministic and stochastic model elements changes19

that are either obscured or absent using more standard modeling approaches.20

Introduction21

Variability in neural responses can reveal aspects of circuit function that are not apparent from average22

responses alone. For example, identifying different sources of variability can guide the search into po-23
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tential mechanisms that shape neural responses (Softky and Koch, 1993; Franks et al., 2003; Goris et al.,24

2014). Variability also places fundamental limits on the information that can be encoded in single neu-25

rons (Faisal et al., 2005) and populations (Abbott and Dayan, 1999; Averbeck et al., 2006), and limits the26

accuracy of perception and behavior (Barlow, 1956; Bays, 2015). Finally, variability shapes how informa-27

tion flows through neural circuits, including the strategies used by neural circuits to mitigate the effects of28

noise (van Rossum and Smith, 1998; Butts and Goldman, 2006; Brinkman et al., 2015). To advance our29

understanding of circuit function, it is therefore important to develop models that provide more accurate30

predictions of variability in neural responses and better reflect the multiple origins of variability in neural31

circuits.32

In order to accurately reflect neural variability, models must capture features that drive neural responses,33

as well as noise in the underlying mechanisms that produces true randomness. Ultimately, all these ele-34

ments will be necessary to produce more complete models that disentangle the contributions of different35

mechanisms to neural responses. To date, much work has focused on incorporating into models additional36

stimulus features that drive spiking, dependence on response history, or modulation from other neurons37

(Berry and Meister, 1998; Keat et al., 2001; Slee et al., 2005; Fairhall et al., 2006; Pillow et al., 2008). Com-38

paratively little work has focused on modeling the noise inherent in neural responses (cf. (Keat et al., 2001;39

Churchland et al., 2011; Vidne et al., 2012; Goris et al., 2014)).40

In current models, the generation of spikes from a neuron’s inputs is most commonly described as a41

Poisson process (Dayan and Abbott, 2001; Schwartz et al., 2006), potentially with a refractory period or42

otherwise modulated by response history (Berry and Meister, 1998; Pillow et al., 2008). However, the as-43

sumption that variability in neural responses takes the form of Poisson noise arising in spike generation has44

several limitations. First, it is inconsistent with the fact that variability in neural circuits arises from multi-45

ple sources at different stages of processing (Faisal et al., 2008). Second, Poisson noise is of a particular46

magnitude: the variance of responses is equal to the mean. Yet variability can differ in magnitude depend-47

ing on stimulus conditions and the area in question, ranging from sub-Poisson (Berry and Meister, 1997)48

to strongly super-Poisson (Shadlen and Newsome, 1998). The typical assumption of Poisson noise can49

lead to systematic biases in the estimation of underlying circuit computations, such as receptive fields and50
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nonlinearities (Pillow and Simoncelli, 2003). These shortcomings suggest the need for new models that51

incorporate diverse stochastic elements and can flexibly adapt to match the strength and statistics of noise52

observed under different stimulus conditions or in different systems. Beyond simply reproducing observed53

responses with greater accuracy, such models guide the search for circuit mechanisms driving observed54

variability (Churchland et al., 2011; Goris et al., 2014).55

Here we take the approach of incorporating stochastic model elements inspired by what is known about56

the biological circuitry and likely sources of noise. We present a model that includes multiple potential57

sources of noise, which may arise at different locations relative to a circuit nonlinearity and which may have58

distinct effects on the observed variability in responses. This model allows us to estimate the strengths of59

these individual noise sources and clarify the separate contributions of deterministic and stochastic model60

elements. We first demonstrate that this model can be tractably fit to a dataset of limited size and that61

we accurately recover model elements – both the shape of the nonlinearity and the strength of each noise62

source – in a simulated dataset with known model parameters. We then demonstrate an application of63

this model in retinal ganglion cells. The model captures response variability under two different stimulus64

conditions and further reveals consistent changes in both the nonlinearities and inferred sources of noise65

that depend on stimulus condition. The model is suitable for a variety of systems and allows for comparisons66

across stimulus conditions, revealing changes that are either obscured or absent using more standard67

modeling approaches.68

Materials & Methods69

Experimental procedures70

All animal procedures were performed in accordance with the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee71

at [Author University]. Experiments were performed on whole mount preparations of retina from overnight72

dark-adapted C57/BL6 mice (ages 5-20 weeks). All procedures were conducted under infrared illumination73

to preserve dark adaptation. Retinas were mounted ganglion cell-side up onto a poly-D-lysine-coated74

coverslip (BD Biosciences) before being placed in a recording dish that was continuously perfused at 7-75
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9 mL/min with oxygenated Ames bicarbonate solution (Sigma) warmed to 31-34◦C. Spike responses were76

recorded from retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) using extracellular or loose-patch recordings with an Ames-77

filled pipette. Visual stimuli were presented on an OLED microdisplay monitor (eMagin) focused onto the78

photoreceptors. Stimuli were presented and data acquired using custom-written stimulation and acquisition79

software packages Stage (http://stage-vss.b.io) and Symphony (http://symphony-das.github.io).80

On-sustained and OFF-sustained RGCs were targeted for recording based on their large soma size (>2081

µm diameter) and responses to light increments and decrements. Only cells that responded reliably with82

responses of >5 spikes to 100 µm diameter spots presented for 500 ms at 20% contrast on a background83

of 10 R*/rod/s were recorded from. For both mean light levels (10 and 1,000 R*/rod/s), Gaussian noise84

stimuli were presented as spatially uniform spots 200 µm in diameter at 50% contrast. The contrast of85

the spot was changed every 67 ms (4 frames at a monitor refresh rate of 60 Hz). Noise stimuli that were86

modulated at higher temporal frequency did not robustly drive cells at 10 R*/rod/s. Cells were adapted to87

each new light level for at least 8 minutes and until responses to flashed spots stabilized before recording.88

For On-sustained cells, five cells were recorded at both light levels, three cells at only low light, and one cell89

at only high light. For OFF-sustained cells, two cells were recorded at both light levels.90

Data analysis91

Linear filters were found by standard reverse-correlation methods: calculating the spike-triggered average92

and correcting for autocorrelation in the stimulus. Filters were smoothed by low-pass filtering with a fre-93

quency cutoff of 13 Hz. For each cell, identical filters were used for the model with Poisson noise (LNP94

model) and the multistage noise model. For cells in which data was collected at two different light lev-95

els, separate filters were calculated at each light level, with filters at higher light levels being faster and96

more biphasic than those at low light, consistent with previous work (Enroth-Cugell and Lennie, 1975).97

Throughout this work, filtered stimulus values are z-scored in order to make comparisons across cells and98

conditions.99

Both the filtered stimulus and responses were divided into time windows of ∼60-100 ms, in which the100

average filtered stimulus was taken as the input to the model and the spike count was taken as the response.101
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The exact length of the time window for a cell at a given light level was determined by the shape of the linear102

filter and corresponded to twice the width of the filter at half-max. This duration was chosen to produce103

minimal correlation between filtered stimulus values in neighboring bins. Bins of this length also minimize104

spike history effects due to refractoriness, which are expected on shorter timescales.105

Models with Poisson noise (linear-nonlinear-Poisson models) are given by:106

rt = Pois (f (xt)) (1)

where rt is the neuron’s response (spike count) in time bin t, xt is the average filtered stimulus value in time107

bin t, f is the nonlinearity, and Pois(f (xt)) is a Poisson random variable with mean f (xt). The nonlinearity108

is parameterized as a softplus function:109

f(x) = β1 ln
(

1 + eβ2x+β3

)

+ β4 (2)

This is done for consistency with the multistage noise model presented below, in which the nonlinearity is110

parameterized this way. This function was chosen because it can capture the range of desired features in111

a nonlinearity, from highly rectified to effectively linear. We see little or no evidence of response saturation112

at high input values in our data and therefore did not choose a sigmoidal (saturating) nonlinearity. This113

parameterization does not reduce the model’s ability to capture mean responses: on repeated stimulus114

presentations, the correlation coefficients between actual mean responses and predicted responses were115

0.98 and 0.87 for the cells shown at low and high light, respectively, in Fig. 3, regardless of whether the116

nonlinearity was a parameterized softplus function or was instead a nonparametric function found by LOESS117

(locally estimated scatterplot smoothing), a method of locally weighted regression. Model parameters for118

LNP models are found by maximum likelihood estimation, using the same routine described below for the119

multistage noise model.120

Multistage noise model121

The model we present here (Fig. 1A) incorporates multiple sources of variability to reflect the varied sources122

of noise present in neural circuits:123

rt = R [nmult,t · f (xt + nup,t) + ndown,t] (3)
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rt is the spike count in time bin t, and xt is the average filtered stimulus in time bin t. R rounds and124

rectifies to produce a spike count. The nonlinearity f is a softplus function, parameterized as in Equation125

2. There are three noise sources: two additive and one multiplicative (Fig. 1B). The two additive noise126

sources are termed “upstream” and “downstream” noise to indicate their positions relative to the nonlinearity.127

For simplicity, noise sources are generally taken to be Gaussian (with an exception noted in the following128

section):129

nup,t ∼ N
(

0, σ2
up

)

nmult,t ∼ N

(

1,
σ2
mult

f (xt + nup,t)

)

ndown,t ∼ N
(

0, σ2
down

)

(4)

For noise that fluctuates on fast timescales relative to data binning, noise is expected to follow Gaussian130

distributions due to the central limit theorem. When all sources of noise are Gaussian, the model has seven131

total parameters: four that determine the shape of the nonlinearity and three that determine the strength of132

the noise sources.133

Modifications to the multistage noise model134

Under some stimulus conditions (high light level, in particular), the multistage noise model with all Gaussian135

sources of noise did not accurately capture responses (Fig. 2A). Such a model will not be able to capture136

response distributions like those in Fig. 2B (bottom panel), with predominantly zero responses but a long137

tail of nonzero responses. We therefore investigated variations of the model that might improve predic-138

tions. Given that the linear-nonlinear framework accurately captures average responses on repeated trials139

(Fig. 2A, also Fig. 3C,D), we did not expect that the model would be improved by additional deterministic140

elements that affect stimulus selectivity. Adding additional stimulus features that drive spiking has proven141

useful in some contexts, but will not improve the model’s ability to capture the observed response variability.142

We therefore turned our attention to model elements that could alter the model’s predicted variability. We143

tested whether our multistage noise model might be improved by adding response history dependence. In144

this model variant, input to the nonlinearity was given by the sum of the filtered stimulus value, an upstream145

noise value, and the spiking response in the previous time bin weighted by a factor determined by the146

optimization (Fig. 2C), resulting in one additional parameter. This slightly improved the model prediction of147

average responses, but resulted in higher predicted variation than that seen in the data (Fig. 2A). As is the148
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expectation for a Poisson GLM, our multistage noise model attributes a positive weight to the spike history149

in order to capture super-Poisson variability, attributing some amount of variability to this process. Notably,150

this is in contrast to what spike history effects are typically thought to achieve, namely reduced variability151

via refractory effects (Berry and Meister, 1998; Keat et al., 2001).152

Because the model predictions are not improved by incorporating response history dependence, we153

next considered changing the distributions of the noise sources directly. We used observed features of154

the responses to guide our choice of a new noise distribution. Specifically, at low input values, where the155

nonlinearity is flat and produces an output near zero, nearly all noise is expected to be contributed by the156

downstream noise source. Whereas response distributions for these low input values were approximately157

rectified Gaussian distributions at low light (corresponding to purely Gaussian downstream noise rectified158

by spike generation), response distributions at high light were well described by a mixture distribution:159

ndown,t =



















N ∼ N
(

0, σ2
down

)

with probability pdown

0 with probability 1− pdown

(5)

This distribution can account for the large number of zero responses present at low input values (Fig. 2B).160

The mixture distribution can be thought of as representing an intermittent source of noise: some portion of161

the time (given by pdown) this source of noise is present, while the remainder of the time it is absent. This162

might reflect the fact that this source of noise is itself engaged by a noisy process that takes effect randomly163

throughout stimulus presentation. Note that the original model, with purely Gaussian downstream noise, is164

a subset of this model. This modification adds one additional parameter to the model, for a total of eight165

parameters.166

Estimating model parameters from data167

In brief, a combination of C++ and MATLAB code was used to find the maximum likelihood estimate of168

model parameters. What follows is the likelihood function for this model, broken down to reflect each step169

in the model for clarity. The full likelihood function can be found by plugging functions from preceding steps170

into Equation 9.171

Let Pup, Pmult, and Pdown denote the probability distributions of each noise source. To calculate the172
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likelihood of an observed spike count rt, first the distribution reflecting the input plus upstream noise is173

passed through the nonlinearity f . Pup is shifted by (or equivalently centered on) the observed input xt.174

The distribution of outputs from the nonlinearity λ is:175

PΛ(λ) = Pup

(

f−1(λ)− xt

)

·
df−1(λ)

dλ
(6)

The distribution PΛ is a distorted version of Pup that spreads out where the derivative of the nonlinear-176

ity is large (derivative of the inverse is small) and compresses where the derivative of the nonlinearity is177

small (derivative of the inverse is large). See (Miller and Childers, 2012) for a more thorough treatment178

of transformations of probability distributions. Note that this equation holds for monotonically increasing179

nonlinearities.180

After multiplicative noise is applied, the distribution is given by:181

PY (y) =

∫

∞

−∞

PΛ(λ) · Pmult(y − λ) dλ (7)

This is similar to a convolution, except that the standard deviation of Pmult increases with λ. This has the182

effect of spreading the distribution more for larger values of λ where the multiplicative noise distribution is183

wider.184

The distribution after downstream noise is given by:185

PZ(z) =

∫

∞

−∞

PY (y) · Pdown(z − y) dy (8)

This reflects a simple convolution of PY with the downstream noise distribution.186

Finally, we integrate to obtain the probability of observing integer spike counts:187

PR(xt, rt) =



















∫ 0.5

−∞
PZ(z) dz rt = 0

∫ rt+0.5

rt−0.5
PZ(z) dz rt > 0

(9)

We treat each observed response rt as independent of responses at other times. The full likelihood L is188

therefore simply the product of PR(xt, rt) (the probability of an individual observation at time t) over all time189

points:190

L =
∏

t

PR(xt, rt) (10)
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Note that the total recording time most strongly determines the number of data points available for fitting191

(along with the time window chosen for binning), rather than the number of spikes recorded, as is often the192

case for other models.193

The maximum likelihood estimate of parameters was found using the Nelder-Mead method (imple-194

mented by MATLAB’s fminsearch function). This provided the best performance among several optimiza-195

tion methods tested. A small modification to the fminsearch function allowed for bounds on parameters196

(fminsearchbnd, John D’Errico). Bounds were used only to ensure that impossible regions of parameter197

space (e.g., negative standard deviations for noise sources) were not explored, rather than to constrain the198

optimization to a subset of desired parameter values. As this problem is not guaranteed to have a unique199

solution, for each dataset we began the optimization from 5-10 different randomized initial conditions. For200

noise parameters, initial conditions were drawn randomly from a uniform distribution of possible values. For201

nonlinearity parameters, parameters found by least-squares fitting were perturbed randomly by ±40% to202

set initial conditions. This amount of perturbation allowed for variability while ensuring that the initial condi-203

tions produced a plausible shape for the nonlinearity. The solution with the highest likelihood was reported.204

Although it is not necessary to perform this procedure to estimate parameters of the model with Poisson205

noise, the same procedure was used in order to make a fair comparison with the multistage noise model.206

Several steps were taken to speed evaluation of the likelihood function. Equation 7 was evaluated at207

individual points using custom C++ code that makes use of the quadratic adaptive integration package208

(integration qag) of the GNU Scientific library (https://www.gnu.org/software/gsl/). The full function209

of Equation 7 was approximated with Chebyshev polynomials using the Chebfun package for MATLAB210

((Driscoll et al., 2014), http://www.chebfun.org/). Machines running the Ubuntu operating system with211

multiple cores (16 or 40) were used to run the optimization in parallel with the Parallel Computing Toolbox212

in MATLAB.213

Code accessibility214

The code described in the paper is freely available online at [URL redacted for double-blind review]. The215

code is also available as Extended Data.216
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Calculation of signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR)217

In Figs. 5-8, we indicate the level of each noise parameter that corresponds to a signal-to-noise ratio of218

0.5 in order to provide intuition for the strength of each noise source. Because the contribution of a single219

noise parameter to the overall SNR will depend on both the strength of other noise sources as well as the220

shape of the nonlinearity, here we calculate SNR for each noise source individually (i.e., with other noise221

sources set to zero) and using either the true nonlinearity (in the case of simulated data) or the estimated222

nonlinearity (in the case of retinal data).223

We calculate the SNR as follows:224

SNR =
Vars [E [r |s] ]

Es [Var [r |s] ]
(11)

where the innermost expectation (numerator) and variance (denominator) are taken over all responses r,225

conditioned on the stimulus s. The outer variance (numerator) and expectation (denominator) are then226

taken over the stimulus distribution.227

Jensen-Shannon divergence228

The Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) is a measure of similarity of probability distributions (Lin, 1991),229

which we use to assess how closely response distributions produced by our model match experimentally230

observed response distributions. It is a symmetric modification of the Kullback-Leibler divergence and231

guaranteed to have finite value for all probability distributions.232

JSD(P,Q) =
1

2
[DKL(P,R) +DKL(Q,R)] (12)

where R = 1

2
(P +Q) and DKL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence:233

DKL(Q,R) = −
∑

x

Q(x) log

(

R(x)

Q(x)

)

(13)

Results234

Neural responses in many systems, including the retina, show non-Poisson variability and large changes235

in variability between stimulus conditions. Our goal is to understand the origins of this observed variability236
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and how the contributions of different sources of variability change across conditions. Previous models237

typically capture mean responses well but do not accurately reflect response variability. We propose that238

variability can be better described by a model that incorporates multiple stochastic elements that represent239

plausible sources of noise in the biological circuit. Further, the relative contributions of these sources of240

noise suggest possible mechanisms giving rise to observed variability. We show that such a model can be241

tractably fit to data and then use the recorded responses of a well-studied neural population, retinal ganglion242

cells (RGCs), as a benchmark for evaluating the model.243

Before proceeding, it is important to clarify the distinction between variability and noise. Noise refers to244

inconsistency in responses that arises due to stochastic processes and is considered to obscure the signal245

of interest. Noise is therefore generally (though not always) unfavorable from the perspective of neural246

coding. Noise can be considered a subset of variability, which more broadly refers to some inconsistency247

in a neuron’s response and hence could include uncontrolled experimental variables, such as behavioral248

state or temperature. In the context of neural recordings, we refer to stochastic biological processes as249

producing noise but generally discuss variability in neural responses, as the sources of the variation are250

not fully known at the level of neural outputs. Variability in model responses arises entirely from stochastic251

model components, and hence we refer to it as noise.252

Observed variability in neural responses deviates from Poisson and depends on253

light level254

We observed that responses of retinal ganglion cells exhibit variability that consistently deviates from Pois-255

son variability and depends on light level. We first recorded responses from On-sustained retinal ganglion256

cells (RGCs) of the mouse at two different levels of ambient illumination while presenting spatially uniform257

Gaussian noise stimuli (Fig. 3A,B; 200 µm diameter spot, 50% Weber contrast, centered on the soma). On-258

sustained ganglion cells were chosen because they are easily identified by their large soma size and charac-259

teristic responses to light increments. We were therefore able to target a single cell type with a high degree260

of accuracy. At the lower level of illumination (10 R*/rod/s) responses are primarily rod-mediated, while at261

the higher level of illumination (1,000 R*/rod/s) responses are primarily mediated by cones (Dedek et al.,262
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2008; Cowan et al., 2016).263

Cells were presented with alternating repeated and random noise sequences. Average responses to264

repeated presentations of the same noise sequence are shown in Fig. 3C,D. These responses serve as an265

important benchmark for evaluating the accuracy of a model, as they provide direct estimates of average266

responses and response variability that do not rely on any model assumptions.267

We then characterized the ganglion cell responses as a function of linearly filtered stimulus values, a268

common simplification that often captures response selectivity in ganglion cells well (Chichilnisky, 2001;269

Kim and Rieke, 2001). We first used standard reverse-correlation methods to compute the linear filter that270

best relates the stimulus to the observed responses. Applying this filter to the stimulus yields the best linear271

prediction of responses, often called the “generator signal.” Fig. 3E,F show RGC responses in a short time272

window (∼100 ms) plotted against the average filtered stimulus in the same time window at low and high273

light, respectively. In both cases, it is apparent that the average response increases as a function of the274

filtered stimulus values, though there is a great deal of variability in responses to a given input.275

We next found the nonlinear function that best predicts the neural response (spikes in a small time win-276

dow) as a function of the filtered stimulus. We parameterized the nonlinearity as a softplus function; this277

choice does not reduce the accuracy with which responses are predicted relative to a smoothed, nonpara-278

metric estimate of the nonlinearity (Methods). We first made use of the most common assumption for neural279

response variability: that spike responses follow Poisson distributions. Fig. 3C,D show that while this linear-280

nonlinear-Poisson (LNP) model produces accurate estimates of the average responses on repeated trials281

(R = 0.98, 0.87 for low and high light, respectively), it does not accurately capture the response variability282

across trials, particularly at high light. Fig. 3G,H similarly show that the response distributions over a small283

range of filtered stimulus values are not well-described by Poisson statistics, but rather show super-Poisson284

variability. Deviations from Poisson statistics have been well-documented in a number of previous studies285

(e.g., Berry and Meister 1998; Pillow et al. 2005), although retinal responses generally show sub- rather286

than super-Poisson variability.287

Not only do response distributions show deviations from Poisson predictions at both light levels, but the288

deviations are qualitatively different in each of these cases. Comparing across the two light levels, it is289
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apparent that the distribution of responses for a given filtered stimulus value is very different, even when the290

mean output of the nonlinearity is similar. Compare, for example, panels Giii and Hiii of Fig. 3, where the291

predicted output of the nonlinearity is similar (∼5 spikes). In particular, there is a far greater probability of292

observing zero spikes at high light compared to low light. Such a difference reflects underlying changes in293

how the circuit is operating in these two conditions – changes that may not be apparent by focusing only on294

mean responses and that cannot be accounted for by any model in which spikes are taken to follow Poisson295

statistics. In these models, the response distribution is entirely determined by the mean, and hence any two296

stimuli that produced the same mean responses would produce identical response distributions. A model297

that could provide insight into changes in circuit function under these conditions thus ought to have the298

flexibility to capture different distributions of responses for identical input values.299

Model of variable neural responses with multistage noise300

These observations indicate that variability in neural responses is driven by mechanisms that cannot be301

accurately modeled by simple Poisson noise. To help identify which mechanisms might account for this302

variability, we sought a model that would more accurately reflect the potential sources of variability at multi-303

ple circuit locations to account for observed response distributions. Because the linear-nonlinear framework304

accurately captures average responses to repeated white noise sequences, we built on these deterministic305

elements to allow for differences in response variability.306

One likely candidate for model improvement is dependence on response history. If response history is307

able to modify input to the nonlinearity, it can effectively alter the level of variability in responses such that a308

model with Poisson noise and response history dependence, such as as Poisson generalized linear models309

(GLMs), may exhibit sub- or super-Poisson variability in its outputs (Berry and Meister, 1998; Keat et al.,310

2001; Weber and Pillow, 2017). However, even if a Poisson GLM were able to accurately capture response311

distributions, it would do so in a way that does not reflect known sources of noise in biological circuits: by312

positing Poisson noise at the output step and attributing all deviations from Poisson variability to the effects313

of spike history. Much of the variability in the retinal output signals, however, is inherited from sources314

in upstream circuits (Murphy and Rieke, 2008; Ala-Laurila et al., 2011; Freed and Liang, 2014). Moreover,315
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GLMs encounter a practical problem when fitting datasets with high variability, as we see here at high light.316

Super-Poisson variability is achieved by positive spike history terms, where a spike at some previous time317

increases the probability of a spike at the current time. In practice, this can lead to runaway firing in the318

model (Weber and Pillow, 2017).319

Predicted response variability can also be altered by incorporating stochastic elements other than320

noise in spike generation. We sought to modify the linear-nonlinear model framework in this way, in-321

corporating noise at different locations within the model. These stochastic model elements more ac-322

curately reflect that noise arises in several elements of neural circuits, rather than simply spike gen-323

eration (Faisal et al., 2008). In fact, spike generation in the retina and elsewhere in the nervous sys-324

tem is near-deterministic (Bryant and Segundo, 1976; Mainen and Sejnowski, 1995; Murphy and Rieke,325

2006). In the retina specifically, noise is known to arise at several distinct stages of processing, including326

within the photoreceptors (Schneeweis and Schnapf, 2000; Ala-Laurila et al., 2011; Angueyra and Rieke,327

2013; Field et al., 2019) and at the bipolar cell output synapses (Freed, 2000; Dunn and Rieke, 2006;328

Borghuis et al., 2009; Freed and Liang, 2014).329

In our new model, we incorporated three potential sources of noise into a linear-nonlinear cascade330

framework to reflect the varied sources of noise present in neural circuits (Fig. 1A). Noise arising at different331

circuit locations – before and after the nonlinearity – will have distinct effects, even if both sources of noise332

are additive and drawn from the same distribution. The sources of noise in the model are intended to333

capture different features of experimentally observed variability (stimulus-dependence or -independence,334

additive or multiplicative effects) while remaining tractable to fit to data. Changes in the relative magnitude335

of these different noise sources can give rise to models that produce different response distributions even336

when the mean output is identical.337

In this multistage noise model (Fig. 1A), the filtered stimulus first encounters additive noise, which we338

refer to as upstream noise (nup) to indicate its position relative to the nonlinearity in the model. After the339

corrupted input is passed through the nonlinearity, it encounters multiplicative noise (nmult), in which the340

output of the nonlinearity is multiplied by a random noise value. This is followed by another source of additive341

noise downstream of the nonlinearity (ndown). The output of this step is a continuous, unbounded prediction342
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of the response in the time window of interest. Rather than introducing an additional noisy spike generation343

step, we take the nearest nonnegative integer as the predicted spike count. This deterministic method of344

spike generation reflects the fact that spike generation itself accounts for little of the variability observed345

in neural responses (Bryant and Segundo, 1976; Mainen and Sejnowski, 1995; Murphy and Rieke, 2006).346

Note that this model allows us to estimate both the shape of the nonlinearity and the strengths of each noise347

source (unlike, for example, LNP models or generalized linear models, in which the noise component of the348

model is fixed).349

In some cases, the model nonlinearity will be strongly determined by a single nonlinearity in the bio-350

logical circuit. In the retina, for example, rectification at the bipolar to ganglion cell synapse dominates351

the nonlinearity observed in the ganglion cell’s responses (Schwartz and Rieke, 2011; Grimes et al., 2014).352

However, the nonlinearity does not necessarily reflect a particular biophysical feature of the circuit (e.g.,353

rectification at a particular synapse or an individual cell’s spike threshold). It nevertheless provides a useful354

description of the circuit’s selectivity to the preferred stimulus feature: stronger nonlinearities and steeper355

slopes are indicative of greater selectivity to the feature given by the linear filter. Providing an accurate356

estimate of this nonlinearity is therefore informative of circuit function, even when it does not correspond to357

a particular location in the circuit.358

The effects of each noise source on response variability are illustrated in Fig. 1B. Each panel shows the359

distribution of model outputs (shown prior to spike generation for clarity) when only a single source of noise360

is present, with subpanels above illustrating the conditional distributions at filtered stimulus values marked361

by dashed vertical lines. For simplicity, all sources of noise depicted are Gaussian, though outputs of the362

model are not Gaussian-distributed due to effects of the nonlinearity and spike generation.363

Although the magnitude of upstream noise is independent of the input, its effects are magnified by364

regions of high sensitivity (high slope) in the nonlinearity and eliminated by flat regions (far left). The effects365

of multiplicative noise scale with the output of the nonlinearity. Because the noise is multiplied by the output366

of the nonlinearity, larger output values result in greater variability. This is similar to Poisson noise, where367

output variance equals the mean output, although this multiplicative source of noise has greater flexibility368

in that output variance scales with the mean by a constant factor (not constrained to be 1). Both upstream369
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and multiplicative noise therefore result in variability that depends on the input: response variability due to370

upstream noise scales with the derivative of the nonlinearity, and response variability due to multiplicative371

noise scales with the output value of the nonlinearity itself. Downstream noise is independent of the input372

and thus results in equally variable responses across all regions of the nonlinearity. In summary, the three373

sources of noise produce different signatures of variability in the responses that can be uniquely identified.374

Demonstration of the effects of each source of noise in the model375

To demonstrate the effects of each noise source in the multistage noise model, we simulated data from376

three models with identical deterministic properties but each with one of the non-Poisson noise sources377

described above. For comparison, we then fit a model that assumes Poisson noise to demonstrate the378

errors produced by a mismatch between the actual and assumed location of noise. Systematic errors are379

expected in this case, but we demonstrate the specific issues that arise for the three different types of noise380

in the multistage noise model to provide intuition for the results that follow.381

If only additive Gaussian noise upstream of the nonlinearity is present and an LNP model is fit to the382

resulting responses (Fig. 4A-C), the inferred nonlinearity will be less sharply rectified (i.e., more linear)383

than the true underlying nonlinearity that produced the data. Noise added to a filtered stimulus will make384

responses to that input, on average, more similar to nearby inputs, having the effect of “smearing” out the385

nonlinearity. Response distributions will be poorly fit across all filtered stimulus values.386

Note that for an LNP model, the nonlinearity in the model is identical to the mean predicted response,387

so the yellow lines in Fig. 4B are identical. For other models, such as a model with additive noise upstream388

of the nonlinearity, the true model nonlinearity (black) does not necessarily trace out the mean responses389

predicted by the model.390

If only multiplicative Gaussian noise is present, the inferred nonlinearities and response distributions391

may be well approximated by Poisson noise (Fig. 4D-F). In both cases, the variance of responses scales392

with the output. In the example depicted, the multiplicative noise scales with 1.5 times the output of the393

nonlinearity and is thus slightly super-Poisson, hence the clear discrepancy in Fig. 4Fii. The nonlinearity394

has a small vertical offset such that even negative input values produce a small positive nonlinearity output.395
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This small positive output then interacts with multiplicative noise to create variability in the observed spike396

counts at these low input values.397

If only additive Gaussian downstream noise is present (Fig. 4G-I), the inferred nonlinearity will exhibit398

a prominent vertical offset at low input (filtered stimulus) values. At higher input values, responses are399

Gaussian-distributed and Poisson noise approaches Gaussianity, so there is little effect on the estimated400

nonlinearity. (If downstream noise were non-Gaussian, however, there would be a greater discrepancy be-401

tween response distributions.) At low input values, mean responses fall well above zero even when the true402

nonlinearity is zero. This occurs because downstream noise is rectified and hence produces nonnegative403

spike counts and a vertical offset of the estimated nonlinearity.404

These examples demonstrate the impact that assumptions about noise can have on the inferred shape405

of the nonlinearity: incorrect assumptions can lead to strongly biased estimates of the nonlinearity operating406

in the circuit.407

Estimating multistage noise model parameters408

One key feature of the linear-nonlinear model with Poisson noise is its simplicity to fit to data, requiring only409

standard reverse correlation methods to find the linear filter and least-squares estimate of the nonlinearity410

(Chichilnisky, 2001). Given the relative complexity of our proposed multistage noise model, it is unclear if411

it is tractable to fit to data or if there is a unique set of parameters that best characterize a given dataset.412

To answer these questions, we generated simulated data from the multistage noise model with known413

parameters and then estimated parameters of the simulated data to determine if they were accurately414

recovered. We generated simulated datasets of a size corresponding to only ∼8 minutes of data collection415

(5,000 points, corresponding to roughly 8 minutes of data assuming a linear filter width of 100 ms), generally416

shorter than the recordings we have from retinal ganglion cells to which we wish to fit the model.417

We used a maximum likelihood approach to estimate model parameters. In order to reduce computation418

time, we first approximated the likelihood function and then used standard optimization methods to find the419

maximum of this function. Importantly, parameters for both the nonlinearity and noise are estimated simul-420

taneously, as these interact to determine the likelihood. As demonstrated above, incorrect assumptions421
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about the structure of noise in a circuit can bias estimates of the nonlinearity.422

Because the likelihood function is non-convex, optimization is not guaranteed to arrive at the maximum423

likelihood set of parameters. We therefore begin our optimization at several different initial conditions (5-424

10) and select the parameters that result in the overall greatest likelihood (Methods). In practice, initial425

conditions often converge to similar parameter estimates, suggesting that the likelihood does not have426

many deep local minima. Using this procedure, we find that we are able to estimate model parameters with427

a high degree of accuracy.428

We begin with a model in which all sources of noise are Gaussian distributed. Recall that the model still429

produces highly non-Gaussian spike counts in this case. Fig. 5A,B show four example datasets: one where430

each source of noise dominates (top three rows) and one where all sources of noise contribute (bottom431

row). We are able to recover the nonlinearity that generated the data with high precision, as well as the432

sources of noise present in the data. We can therefore reconstruct with high precision the full distribution of433

responses at any given input value (insets in A).434

To test the generality of these conclusions, we generated 30 simulated datasets with varying parameters,435

including both steep and shallow nonlinearities and different combinations of dominant noise sources. In436

these datasets, we can recover the nonlinearity that produced the data with a high degree of accuracy437

(Fig. 5C). The error in the recovered nonlinearities for the multistage noise model is nearly always less than438

0.3 spikes on average: that is, for a given set of parameters the absolute difference between the output of439

the true nonlinearity and the recovered nonlinearity is less than 0.3 spikes averaged across the range of440

possible inputs. Across all parameter sets, the mean error in the recovered nonlinearity is 0.17 spikes and441

is always <1% of the total range of outputs. By comparison, the average error in the recovered nonlinearity442

under the assumption of Poisson noise is 1.06 spikes. As expected, the error under the Poisson assumption443

is markedly greater than the multistage noise model because the data are generated from models with444

different noise structure than the model used for fitting. Nonetheless, the Poisson noise case provides a445

useful point of reference for the error we might expect if incorrect assumption are made about noise in fitting446

experimental data.447

In addition to recovering the nonlinearity, the multistage noise model estimates the strength of each noise448
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source to within 20% of its true value for all noise sources that contribute meaningfully to the response449

(Fig. 5D). Noise sources that contributed less than 20% of the total noise were excluded. These values450

are often estimated with large error (when measured as percentages), but do not markedly impact overall451

response variability because they are small in absolute terms. In summary, for a range of parameter values452

with a modestly sized dataset, we can accurately recover both the nonlinearity and the sources of noise453

that produced the data.454

Application of multistage noise model to retinal ganglion cells: low light455

We next fit the model to ganglion cell responses at low light levels (10 R*/rod/s) to determine whether it ac-456

curately captures observed response variability. For the example cell shown in Fig. 6, the mean responses457

predicted by the multistage noise model are nearly identical to those predicted by a model with Poisson458

noise, shown for both for the full dataset as a function of filtered stimulus (Fig. 6A) and for responses to459

repeated presentations of the same noise sequence (Fig. 6D). Nonlinearities extracted by the two models460

are also nearly identical (Fig. 6B). Recall that for the multistage noise model, the model nonlinearity does461

not necessarily trace out the mean responses predicted by the model, though they are similar here.462

When we consider the full distribution of responses, however, we see that the multistage noise model463

outperforms a model with Poisson noise. More specifically, a Poisson approximation is somewhat suitable464

at higher and lower filtered stimulus values (Fig. 6Ei,iii). The Poisson approximation fails more obviously465

near the center of the input distribution (Fig. 6Eii), where inputs are most probable (i.e., where most of the466

data lie).467

We then applied this model to additional cells (n=8), all exposed to the same level of ambient illumination468

(10 R*/rod/s). Results are summarized by plotting the Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) between the469

predicted and actual response distributions at three different input levels. JSD is a measure of difference470

between two probability distributions; lower JSD indicates better correspondence between two distributions.471

Across all filtered stimulus values, the JSD between the data and predictions from the multistage noise472

model is systematically lower than the data and the Poisson noise model (Fig. 6F).473
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Estimating parameters for a variant of the model474

The multistage noise model accurately captures average responses and response variability in the low475

light condition when all noise sources in the model are Gaussian. At high light, however, Gaussian noise476

sources were unable to account for the observed response distributions, particularly the long tail of nonzero477

responses at low input values (Fig. 2B,Fig. 3Hi). We found that modifying the noise distributions (specifically478

the downstream noise distribution), provided better fits to the response distributions than alterations of other479

model components (Fig. 2 and Methods). In the modified model, downstream noise is Gaussian-distributed480

with probability pdown and zero otherwise. This mixture distribution can be thought of as representing an481

intermittent source of noise that is present with probability pdown. The original model, with purely Gaussian482

downstream noise, is a subset of this model.483

In order to determine if parameters of this model with modified downstream noise (which has one ad-484

ditional parameter) could also be recovered, we again generated simulated data from this model and used485

the same procedures to estimate model parameters. (The likelihood function is slightly altered due to the486

change in downstream noise distribution, but model fitting procedures are otherwise identical to the pre-487

vious model.) Results for three example datasets and summary results across 12 simulated datasets are488

presented in Fig. 7. As with the previous model, both nonlinearity and noise parameters can be recovered489

with high accuracy. For simplicity, we show the standard deviation of the downstream noise distribution490

(

√

pdownσ
2
down

)

, but both parameters can be individually recovered with similar accuracy.491

Application of model to retinal ganglion cells: high light492

We next fit the model to retinal ganglion cell responses at high light levels (1,000 R*/rod/s). The nonlinear-493

ities inferred by the new model and a model with Poisson noise are markedly different, with the multistage494

noise model inferring a much more sharply rectified nonlinearity (Fig. 8B). Again, predictions of the average495

responses are nearly identical for both models (Fig. 8 A,D), despite the differences in nonlinearities. Note496

that although the mean responses predicted by both models for large input values appear to fall below the497

cloud of points, these are actually accurate predictors of the mean responses due to the number of zero498

responses at large input values (Fig. 8A). For the cell shown, both upstream and downstream noise sources499
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contribute to the observed variability (Fig. 8C).500

The predicted distributions of responses for the multistage noise model are in close correspondence501

with the data, whereas Poisson distributions provide a poor approximation across input values (Fig. 8E).502

The multistage noise model is able to capture the large number of observed zero responses, unlike a503

model with Poisson noise. Model variants that incorporate additional stimulus features or response history,504

rather than multiple noise sources, are unable to account for the observed response distributions (Fig. 2505

and Methods). Across a population of cells (n=6), the multistage noise model predicts the distribution of506

responses better than the Poisson noise model across all input levels (Fig. 8E).507

Comparison of model features at low and high light levels508

We next sought to determine if the model revealed systematic differences between ganglion cell responses509

– in either the nonlinearity or noise – when ambient illumination changes. Changes in these features may510

reflect changes in which circuit elements are engaged or adaptive changes in how particular circuit elements511

process inputs. In order to make fair comparisons between the two conditions, we fit data at both light levels512

using the multistage noise model with a mixture distribution for downstream noise.513

For On-sustained RGCs, nonlinearities were consistently more sharply rectified at high light compared514

to low light, both for individual cells recorded at both light levels (Fig. 9A) and across the population of515

cells (Fig. 9B; average ratio high-to-low 12.95; p<0.001, Wilcoxon rank-sum). Curvature was quantified by516

taking the maximum of the second derivative of the nonlinearity. There is no possible scaling of the vertical517

or horizontal axis that overlays the nonlinearities in the two cases, ruling out the possibility that this change518

is simply due to differences in dynamic range or differences in the effective contrast experienced by the519

cell under these two conditions. In comparison, nonlinearities found assuming Poisson noise also show520

significantly stronger rectification at high light but are far more similar under the two conditions (Fig. 9C-521

D; ratio high-to-low 2.52; p=0.01, Wilcoxon rank-sum). Further, these nonlinearities are far less sharply522

rectified than those found using the multistage noise model (compare scale of vertical axes in panels B,D).523

We also recorded from a small number of OFF-sustained cells (2), which show similar trends to the On-524

sustained cells, with nonlinearities more strongly rectified at high compared to low light (Fig. 9A-B). These525
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changes were not apparent in OFF-sustained cells when assuming Poisson noise (Fig. 9C-D).526

All three sources of noise present in the multistage noise model are needed to account for ganglion cell527

responses (Fig. 9E). There are no systematic differences in the magnitude of the upstream noise source528

across light levels (n=5 cells with data at both light levels; average ratio low-to-high 1.56; p=0.31, Wilcoxon529

signed-rank). Multiplicative noise, on the other hand, is lower at high light levels for all cells in which paired530

data is available (average ratio low-to-high 6.15; p=0.06, Wilcoxon signed-rank). The inferred strength of531

the downstream noise source is higher at high light levels for all cells with paired data (average ratio low-to-532

high 0.33; p=0.06, Wilcoxon signed-rank). The two OFF-sustained cells did not show consistent changes in533

upstream or downstream noise parameters, but multiplicative noise increased strongly in both cells at high534

light (ratio low-to-high 0.23 and 0.03, not shown).535

Discussion536

A large body of work directly investigates the variability inherent in neural systems to inform our under-537

standing of circuit function (Churchland et al., 2011; Goris et al., 2014; Gordus et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2015;538

Metzen et al., 2015; Zylberberg et al., 2016). Motivated by this, we have developed a new model that pro-539

vides an improved representation of variability in a neuron’s response by incorporating multiple stochastic540

elements, representing various locations and types of noise present in neural circuits. The new model541

reduces bias in estimating circuit nonlinearities compared to oft-used models and provides estimates of542

multiple sources of variability at different locations within a circuit. The model reveals that changes in ambi-543

ent light level produce systematic differences in both retinal circuit nonlinearities and sources of noise.544

Comparison of inferred nonlinearities and noise with experimental observations545

The changes we observe in nonlinearities across light levels are consistent with previous work, with increas-546

ing rectification at higher light levels (Grimes et al., 2014). Yet the nonlinearities we infer with the multistage547

noise model are generally more strongly rectified than those reported elsewhere and more strongly rectified548

than those found when assuming Poisson noise. Without explicitly accounting for certain kinds of noise,549
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nonlinearities estimated from model fitting will appear more linear than the actual nonlinearity operating550

in the circuit. For example, if there is noise present upstream of a nonlinearity, it is expected that this551

noise will smear out the observed nonlinearity at the level of the outputs (as in Fig. 4B). Previous work has552

generally not attempted to disentangle the confounding effects of noise on the estimated nonlinearity. By553

allowing noise to be attributed to multiple potential circuit locations, the multistage noise model separates554

the effects of noise and deterministic model elements. This results in more sharply rectified estimates of555

nonlinearities than previously reported. These estimated nonlinearities provide better constraints on the556

operation of underlying circuit mechanisms and may reflect the dominance of particular mechanisms (e.g.,557

spike generation) that are expected to be strongly rectified.558

Our results show that all three noise sources in the model are required to account for ganglion cell559

response variability. A great deal of work points to a variety of origins of the noise in the retinal circuitry.560

Noise arising within the photoreceptors, and even in particular elements of the phototransduction cascade,561

has been studied extensively (Baylor et al., 1980; Schneeweis and Schnapf, 2000; Ala-Laurila et al., 2011;562

Angueyra and Rieke, 2013; Field et al., 2019). Other work points to several pieces of the retinal circuitry,563

particularly the bipolar cell output synapses, as significant sources of noise (Freed, 2000; Dunn and Rieke,564

2006; Borghuis et al., 2009; Freed and Liang, 2014).565

The relative contributions of different noise sources in the retinal circuitry could change with ambient light566

level, and we indeed see that the strength of different noise sources in the model varies systematically with567

light level. The two light levels tested here engage different retinal circuits prior to convergence at the retinal568

ganglion cell, which may change the relative contributions of noise sources directly or by altering the location569

and degree of nonlinearities in the circuitry, thereby effectively changing the location of noise relative to570

the nonlinearity (Field and Rieke, 2002; Grimes et al., 2014). Although the sources of variability in our571

model do not directly correspond to elements of the retinal circuitry, the observation of greater multiplicative572

noise at lower light levels is consistent with the fact that rod-mediated signals must traverse an additional573

synapse. Multiplicative noise in our model, which is present at the output of the nonlinearity and has strength574

that scales with nonlinearity output, is most similar to noise expected from stochastic vesicle release at575

synapses. Synaptic noise, which results largely from randomness in vesicle release, is often taken to576
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be multiplicative or follow Poisson statistics (Rao et al., 1994; Freed, 2000; Moreno-Bote, 2014). In both577

cases, the variance in output scales with the output strength. This scaling of variance with mean has been578

previously observed in both ON and OFF ganglion cells in mouse retina (Murphy and Rieke, 2008).579

Limitations and extensions580

Linear-nonlinear-Poisson models and Poisson generalized linear models have gained widespread use in581

part due to their simplicity to fit to data. The model presented here is considerably more complex, although582

each of these additional components proved necessary to capture the full distribution of neural responses.583

Model parameters must be found via optimization on a relatively complex likelihood function and are not584

guaranteed to be unique. However, we find in practice that different initial conditions typically converge to585

the same set of parameters.586

The work presented here captures the responses of a neuron to only a single temporal feature of the587

stimulus, and a spatially uniform stimulus was chosen to eliminate the need for spatial selectivity in the588

model. Selectivity to multiple spatiotemporal stimulus features, as has been observed in several systems589

(Rust et al., 2005; Slee et al., 2005; Fairhall et al., 2006), could be incorporated with straightforward exten-590

sions of the model. For example, if pathways that result in selectivity to multiple temporal features are591

assumed to converge prior to the nonlinearity, selectivity to these features can be incorporated by simply592

providing a weighted combination of these two features as the input to the model, adding one additional593

model parameter. Selectivity to spatial features of the stimulus are also relatively straightforward to incor-594

porate if one assumes that the receptive field is composed of multiple identical spatial subunits (i.e., each595

subunit is characterized by the same nonlinear function). This model would require additional parameters to596

characterize the relative weighting of each subunit. Subunit models of RGC responses typically require only597

4-6 subunits to capture responses well, suggesting that this addition is likely to be computationally tractable598

(Turner and Rieke, 2016; Shah et al., 2019).599

A useful extension of this model would operate at finer timescales, predicting individual spikes rather600

than spike counts within a window of time (∼100 ms). Predicting responses in longer windows reduced the601

need for incorporating response history dependence. Indeed, we found that incorporating dependence602
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on the response in the previous time bin did not improve our model predictions. However, refractory603

and other spike history effects would be necessary to make predictions at finer timescales. History de-604

pendence has been shown to improve model accuracy in a number of contexts, including in the retina605

(Berry and Meister, 1997; Pillow et al., 2005; Jolivet et al., 2006; Mensi et al., 2012). In particular, including606

refractory effects can help account for sub-Poisson variability, which is observed under certain stimulus607

conditions (Berry and Meister, 1998). Some models have even included two stochastic elements along with608

history dependence, though simplifying assumptions about the shape of the nonlinearity and/or the time-609

course of history dependence are generally made (Keat et al., 2001; Vidne et al., 2012). Although adding610

additional history dependence is a conceptually straightforward extension of the model, it would require611

several additional parameters to characterize dependence on spike history.612

Ideally, the model ought to optimize parameters of stimulus and spike history filters at the same time613

as nonlinearity and noise parameters. In the present study, we found linear filters using standard reverse614

correlation methods. Simultaneous optimization of these filters would require the addition of multiple new615

parameters, which could substantially slow optimization. Careful parameterization of these filters, incor-616

poration of statistical priors, or additional simplifying assumptions may be required for this approach to be617

computationally tractable.618

The general framework presented here could be easily modified to make use of different distributions619

for each noise source. We presented two slightly different versions, which incorporated different but closely620

related distributions for downstream noise. One could similarly modify upstream or multiplicative noise621

distributions, as called for by different datasets. Parameter inference will to some extent depend on these622

choices in model selection. We find, however, for the two models presented here that inferred nonlinearities623

are generally robust to this distinction and that inferred noise parameters change in small but systematic624

ways.625

Conclusions626

The model presented here holds several advantages over models that include a single source of variability.627

First, it is able to more accurately recover the nonlinearity in circuits in which noise is not dominated by628
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a single source. Second, it provides better predictions of overall variability and has the ability to attribute629

variability to different sources. Given the importance of noise in shaping the flow of information through a630

circuit, it is important that a model capture features of this variability in the neural responses. This work631

opens the door to two potentially fruitful lines of future work: (1) extending the model to include additional632

features of stimulus and history dependence, and (2) conducting additional experiments to more closely link633

the sources of variability in the model to features of the biological circuit.634
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Figure Legends754

Figure 1: Multistage noise model. A: A linearly filtered stimulus is corrupted by additive noise, passed

through a softplus nonlinearity that experiences multiplicative noise, and then corrupted by additional ad-

ditive noise. Spikes are generated by finding the nearest nonnegative spike count. B: Illustration of the

effects of potential sources of noise before spike generation. Top: Gaussian additive noise upstream of the

nonlinearity is smeared out by the nonlinearity (dashed line), resulting in greater noise in the responses for

areas of greater sensitivity (higher slope) in the nonlinearity. Middle: Gaussian multiplicative noise at the

output of the nonlinearity scales with the output of the nonlinearity. Bottom: Additive noise downstream of

the nonlinearity produces distributions that are independent of the nonlinearity input and output.

Figure 2: Modifications to the multistage noise model. A: RGC average response and response stan-

dard deviation on repeated trials, with predictions from three model variants: Gaussian downstream noise,

Gaussian downstream noise with spike history, and Gaussian mixture downstream noise (without spike

history). B: Model variation with data-driven modification of the downstream noise distribution. Model ar-

chitecture as in Fig. 1A. Top: Data for a single cell at high light (same as Fig. 3B), with points corresponding

to input values less than two standard deviations below the mean in black. Bottom: Distribution of points

highlighted in top panel, with best-fit rectified Gaussian and rectified Gaussian mixture distributions. C:

Model variation that incorporates response history dependence. Input to the nonlinearity is given by the

filtered stimulus value plus the weighted spike response in the previous time bin plus the upstream noise.
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Figure 3: Recordings from retinal ganglion cells at two different light levels, with predictions from

models with Poisson noise. A,B: Example responses of On-sustained retinal ganglion cells to presenta-

tion of alternating repeated and random noise sequences. 50% contrast, mean light level 10 R*/rod/s and

1,000 R*/rod/s, A and B respectively. C,D: RGC responses to repeated presentations of the same noise

sequence (gray) and best-fit linear-nonlinear model with Poisson noise (yellow). Top: Mean measured re-

sponses and predictions. Bottom: Standard deviation of measured responses and predictions. E,F: Neural

responses to non-repeated noise sequences plotted as a function of filtered stimulus values. Yellow line

indicates best-fit nonlinearity for a linear-nonlinear model with Poisson noise. G,H: Distributions of neural

responses (gray) from corresponding gray boxes in E,F. Yellow distributions are those predicted by the LNP

model.

Figure 4: Summary of the effects of different sources of noise. A: Model schematic as in Fig. 1, except

with only a single source of noise: Gaussian additive noise upstream of the nonlinearity. B: Left: Simulated

data (gray dots) with only additive Gaussian upstream noise. The mean responses predicted by a linear-

nonlinear model with Poisson noise (yellow) closely track the mean responses in the simulated data (gray).

Right: The nonlinearity inferred by the LNP model (yellow) is systematically biased from the nonlinearity

used to generate the data (black). C: Distributions of responses (gray) from corresponding gray boxes in B

compared to those predicted by the LNP model (yellow). D-F: Same as A-C, except with only multiplicative

Gaussian noise at the output of the nonlinearity. G-I: Same as A-C, except with only additive Gaussian

noise downstream of the nonlinearity.
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Figure 5: Model parameters can be accurately recovered from simulated data. A: Nonlinearities used

to generate four example datasets (gray) and nonlinearities recovered by fitting the multistage noise model

(red). Insets: Distributions of responses at the input value indicated by the dashed vertical line for the

dataset (gray) and multistage noise model (red). B: True (gray) and recovered (purple, blue, green) param-

eters for the four example datasets. The upper limit on each vertical axis corresponds to a signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) of 0.5 when the respective noise source is the only one present. C: Average absolute error of

inferred nonlinearities, weighted by the input distribution, for all 30 simulated datasets. D: Error in estimated

noise parameters for simulated datasets. Points are shown for all cases in which the corresponding source

of noise contributed at least 20% of the total noise.

Figure 6: Multistage noise model accurately captures responses of retinal ganglion cells at low

light. A: Mean responses predicted by both a linear-nonlinear model with Poisson noise (yellow) and

multistage noise (red) are similar for this example cell and accurately predict the mean responses from the

data (black). Error bars denote SEM. B: Model nonlinearities for the LNP and multistage noise model are

similar. C: Noise values for each noise source in the multistage noise model. All noise sources contribute

to observed variability. D: Average responses of example cell from A for repeated trials of the same noise

sequence (gray). Shaded area indicates bootstrapped 98% confidence intervals on the mean. Predictions

of trial-averaged responses are similar for both models. E: Distributions of responses from gray boxes in A.

F: Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) between the distributions of responses from data and the multistage

noise model, plotted against JSD between distributions from data and the LNP model, shown for eight

different ganglion cells (circles, square for example cell in A-E). Columns correspond to the ranges of

filtered stimulus values indicated by gray boxes in A.
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Figure 7: Model parameters can be accurately recovered from simulated data where downstream

noise is drawn from a mixture distribution. A: Nonlinearities used to generate example datasets (gray)

and nonlinearities recovered by fitting the multistage noise model (red). Insets: Distributions of responses

at the filtered stimulus value indicated by the dashed vertical line for the dataset (gray) and multistage noise

model (red). B: True (gray) and recovered (purple, blue, green) parameters for the three example datasets.

C: Average absolute error of inferred nonlinearities, weighted by the input distribution, for all 12 simulated

datasets. D: Error in estimated noise parameters for simulated datasets. Points are shown for all cases in

which the corresponding source of noise contributed at least 20% of the total noise.

Figure 8: Model with downstream noise drawn from a mixture distribution accurately captures re-

sponses of retinal ganglion cells at high light. A: Mean responses predicted by a linear-nonlinear

model with Poisson noise (yellow) and multistage noise (red) are again similar for this example cell and ac-

curately predict the mean responses from the data (black). Error bars denote SEM. B: Model nonlinearities

are markedly different. C: Upstream and downstream noise in the multistage noise model both contribute to

the observed variability. D: Average responses of example cell from A for repeated trials of the same noise

sequence (gray). Shaded area indicates bootstrapped 98% confidence intervals on the mean. Predictions

of trial-averaged responses are similar for the multistage noise model and LNP model. E: Distributions

of responses from gray boxes in A. F: Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) between the distributions of re-

sponses from data and the multistage noise model, plotted against JSD between distributions from data and

the LNP model, for six different ganglion cells (circles, square for example cell in A-E). Columns correspond

to the ranges of filtered stimulus values indicated by gray boxes in A.
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Figure 9: Comparison of model parameters at low and high light levels. A: Nonlinearities at low (teal)

and high (orange) light for one example On-sustained cell and one example OFF-sustained cell, estimated

with the multistage noise model. B: Summary of maximum nonlinearity curvature, as measured by the

second derivative, across the population (11 cells; +: 7 On-sustained, x: 2 OFF-sustained) for the multistage

noise model. Data points for individual cells that were recorded from at both light levels are connected by

gray lines (7 cells). Nonlinearities at high light are consistently more sharply rectified than those at low light.

C-D: Same as A-B for model with Poisson noise. Note the different scale of the vertical axis in D compared

to B. E: Inferred noise strengths at low and high light across the population of On-sustained cells. Individual

cells show consistent differences across light levels for multiplicative and downstream noise.

Extended Data 1: Code that fits the multistage noise model to data. See README file for additional

details.
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